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In this thesis, we review certain aspects of high energy scattering in abelian and
non abelian gauge theories.

This subject has been extensively studied over the

last few decades, using perturbative
out that by a scaling argument,

techniques.

Recently it has been pointed

one can decouple certain degrees of freedom

from the theory so that the resulting efTective theory is simpler and of lower
dimensions, and hopefully reproduces all known physics in this kinematic regime.
We review the standard

results as well as the scaling argument

in the context of

QED and QCD, but show that whereas in QED the scaling argument reproduces
the standard

results, there is as yet no sign of the well known reggeization of the

gluon propagator

in QCD.
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INTRODUCTION

High energy
tensively

scattering

studied

simplified

understanding

at such high energies
theory.

Systematic

behaviour

has a remarkable

in the "longitudinal"

concerned

transverse

degrees
takes

Recently

results

an interesting
They

attempt

keep t

> IGeV

Thus

theory

a unique

of the longitudinal

in gauge theories

although

of perturbation

theory.

of two particles

moving

we shall

intuitively

from the system,

direction.

and

on physical

describing

that

the

non trivial
grounds

we

the scattering

as

has been made by E. Verlinde

scaling

some aspects

that

We shall

be interested

in the asymptotically

PC)2,

two particle

s = (PA
the square

(the QCD scale) so that perturbation

of mass energy
like A

+ PB)2,

+

the square

of the transverse
regime

gauge theories

theory

which

scattering

a process

in the kinematical

free non abelian

of freedom

theory.

by large centre

variables

naturally

field theory,

of perturbation

To this effect we consider

-

that

degrees

topological

of high energy

are charaetarised

transfer.

argument

and transverse

a two dimensional

B = C + D and define the usual Mandelstam
of the centre of mass energy and t = (PA
---t 00

the high energy

This is the situation

to solve in the framework

and fixed low momentum

sit

to extract

in this direction

have advanced

then attempt

transfer.

field

in two dimensions.

This thesis aims to study

momentum

to a two dimensional

t plane, which are widely separated

get decoupled

and gives from the QCD action

processes

QCD

in the frarnework

the full four dimensional

in the decoupling

one might

resemblance

that

with, and in this case one might expect

theory

and H.Veriinde.

and one has a better

it has been shown

i.e in the :r - y plane.

place in the longitudinal

some effective

Indeed

i.e in the z -

of freedom

may hope to write

regimes

the near forward scattering

direction
direction

be mostly
physics

amplitudes

have been ex-

for doing this is that physics

have been developed

we may consider

in the "transverse"

kinematical

of the situation.

procedures

gauge theories

One motivation

at these

of the scattering

Formally

and non abelian

in the recent past.

gets considerably
theoretical

in abelian

is still valid.

where
we shall

The thesis is organized
ing in the case of abelian
semiclassical

argument

the essential

features

Chapter

of the scaling

an expression

in QCD

In chapter

and

in the background

compute

4 we continue

extremely

high energy

summarize

the standard

reduces

amplitude

First we discuss

the Verlindes'

scaling

but the gluon

propagator
Next,

and show that

scattering

+ 1 dimensions
the scattering

we make a few comments

J

scaling

action

scattering
theory.

dimensional

\Ve first

Next we review

QeD,

action

at

where using

one dimensional

as can be shown

in the

of Feynman

using the effective

action,

by diagrammatic

met.hod

of calculating

the

of the effective action,

does not show regge behaviour.

this computation

in this

may be computed.

by computation

using a new parametrization

regarding

Verlindes'

of perturbation

+

by the

value of the two

of quark-quark

a non diagrammatic

amplitude

by solving

gauge field produced

one gets an effective

does not reggeize,

we p'roposc

quarks,

of the gluon propagator.

the case of 2

argument,

he obtains

for the effective

this amplitude

in Quantum

wherein

we discuss

in this area, obtained

to compute

high energies.

in 3

We also briefly review

at high energies

in the framework

results

the work done in order

Next,

with the discussion

limit,

Verlin-

and show how to

to the expectation

the expression

which shows the l'eggeization

amplitude

gauge theories

for two fast moving

the two quarks.

case, from which the scattering

calculations.

de. Next we present

of high energy

amplitude

for one quark

lines representing

diagrams,

amplitu

in this approach.

with aspects

for the scattering

scatter-

argument.

We show how this amplitude

argument

high energy

We first review the work of Nachtmann,

the Dirac equation

Wilson

2 examine

QED. We briefly review Jackiw's

of abelian

for the amplitude

3 is concerned

Chromodynamics.

namely

the scattering

in the context

recover the old results

In chapter

gauge theories,

way of computing

des' scaling

other.

c.s follows.

and the reggeization

Further,
of the

gluon propagator.
Finally
observations
This
chinery

we summarize
regarding

thesis
required

the results

future

also contains
to compute

directions

in the concluding

and open problems

an appendix,
Feynman

chapter

that

diagrams

is intended

and make a few

in this area.
to outline

in the high energy

limit.

the ma-

HIGH ENEltGY SCATTERING IN
QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

In this chapter
tum

we deal with ultra high energy scattering

Electrodynamics.

compute

the scattering

semi-classically,
culation

In the energy
amplitude

We show that scaling produces
the scattering

amplitude

is correct

ural units,

of our interest,

for a two particle

n

Verlindes'

scaling

argument

an effective action,

process

obI ained

as applied

This shows

the scaling

semi classically.

at least in QED. In all the analysis

of t.wo electrically . charged
having very small rest masses,

very large centre

of mass energy.

is almost

at rest, and consider

electromagnetic

at the speed of light.
sider a charged

field produced

This essentially

particle

potential

We go to a frame

moving

effects into account,

9,w =

the scattering
being,

that

to follow, we shall use nat-

= c = 1. Also, we do not take gravitational

less for the time

to QED.

the result for

Let us consider,

the vector

scattering

to

which reproduces

we shall take the flat metric,

background

it is possible

elastic

and for all our purposes,

the particles

of Quan-

as done by .Jackiw et al (.Jackiw et ai, 1992). V••!e review this cal·

first, and then discuss

argument

regime

in the context

(J,

particles,

-1, -1, -1,).

assumed

and the system

of reference

the scattering
by the other,

of this particle
which is moving

due to it has the spherically

When

the particle

symmetric

having

in which one of

takes us to the "shock wave" picture.

in the z direction.

spin-

in the
almost
Con-

is at rest,

form,

,
AD

-

-=- ,
l'

where e' is its charge.

Now when it moves, the spherical

is lost, and the fields get contra.cted
the particle

has almost

in the z direction

reached

become

in the z direction.

symmetry
Finally

the speed of light, the electric

zero, and the fields reside entirely

of the potential

when t.he speed of
and magnetic

fields

in the x - y plane,

which we shall call the shock
scatters

off a slow moving

there at the instant
the scattering

plane.

when such a fast moving

one, the effect is instantaneOlls,

the shock plane hits the charge

amplitude

for such a process,

1992): we take the electromagnetic
we give it a Lorentz

boost

The gauge potentials

Ail transform
---t

potential

Next we consider

the quantum

Given the boosted

the interaction

at rest.

To actually

clue to a charge

due to the lightlike

mechanical

particle

wave function

form of the gauge

potential,

that the charge e' moves with a relative

of the potential

to a stationary

as seen by the latter

relativity.

(3.
On

may be found.

we can easily calculate

evaluated.

with respect

et ai,

of the slow moving

dllf~ to this and the scattering

the positive z direction

compute

at rest and then

to the laws of special

the phase shift produced
Let us suppose

being

z axis, with a boost parameter

according

1, the potentials

particle

the idea is as follows (Jackiw

along the positive

taking the limit, (3

particle.

Hence

amplitude

frame.

can thus be

velocity

(3 along

Then the boosted

form

are:

AO

13AO

}1 - (32
(3Ao
}1 - (32

13A3 =
The other components
for AO and express

being

unchanged.

the coordinates

(2.2)

Now, when we put in the expressions

in terms of their Lorentz

transformed

version,

the above can be wri t ten as
,
{3

Ail

.

= 17

il

e

(3

R13'

1·

Lzm13-+1 R{3 =
Where

J.l is an arbitrary

logarithm

dimensionless.

can be attributed

as is to be expected
that in the limit (3

parameter

-

5(x

for a particle,

_

introduced

It may be noted that

to a source current

---t

1

lx-I

) in

(22)
/1,

1'.t

to make

.

the argument

this form of the boosted

of the
potential

of the form

moving along the positive

1 we get the form of the current

z direction.

We note

that is we have partitle
Now we substitute

moving

Equation

(2.5) into Equation

e' /Ix-I is a pure gauge and does not contribute
hence it may be conveniently

z = t.

at the speed of light along the trajectory

dropped.

(2.3) and note

that

to the electromagnetic

Hence we finally obtain

the term
fields, and

for the boosted

potential

An equivalent

form of the potential

which is obtained

by a gauge transformation

of the above is given by

e

I

--()(t

-

z)\1ln

/l1'.L

27l"

While Equation

(2.8) clearly

except the "shock

shows that

it is of the form of a total

derivative

we give the form of the electric

earlier,

along the direction

and the magnetic

mechanical

that

for times

wave function

Where

1/;0

and

dxILA1L).

1/;~

plane.

For completeness,

the electric

and magnetic

fields are zero

on the transverse

Now, we look at the charge

plane,

con-

we took to be at

t

< z, the particle

is free and its quantum

is given by

As the shock wave interacts

pression, we obtain

(2.9) is more useful as

Say it has a charge e. From the shock wave form of the vector

it is clear

factor, e:rp(ieJ

is zero everywhere

field strengths

and reside entirely

forming to the shock wave picture.

potential

on the transverse

we see that

of boosting

rest to begin with.

potential

(x- = 0) the form in Equation

plane"

Thus as commented

the gauge

instantaneously,

Inserting

the form of the boosted

for the phase shifted

are related

the wave function

wave function:

by the continuity

requirement

picks up a phase

potential

in this ex-

Now it is straightforward
complete

to expand

set of momentum

eigenstates,

P+

with the on shell condition
amplitude

the phase shifted

to calculate

it by multiplying
over

+

(pi

from an initial

plane wave and integrating

in terms

of

in the form,

for scattering

We proceed

wave function

n/,2)jL.

the A's are the

Clearly,

k to a final momentum

momentum

both sides of the above equation

:r-. Using

the orthonol'lllitiity

p.

by a

of wave functions,

we get

x =

Now, putting

=

by q

where we have denoted
1'.1

cosO;

y

Here we have set the irrelevant
is standard

k.1 -

P.1 as the transverse

1'.1

sinO, The a.bove integral

dimensional

scale parameter

and finally we get for the scattering

k+

f

\

= 4;rko8(P+

J(s,t)

-

iee')

(4p2)1 -

f(iee')

amplitude

of .Jackiw et aL This type of semiclassical

scattering

amplitude

in the very high energy

of gravity

by 't Hooft.

whole analysis
(Jackiw

above has been carried

amplitude

remains

essentially

limit

It should

semi classically,
computation

was first done

for a kinematic

that

the

It has been shown

of spin the formula

the same apart

of

in the case

itlso be mentioned

out for scalar particles,

et ai, 1992) that with the inclusion

iee'

-t

the scattering

1987).

to

the result

using the prescription

('t Hooft,

reduces

transfer.

It to 1. This integral

amplitude

(1 -

k+)

It is to be noted that we have computed

momentum

for the scattering
factor

of m2 j2;r2 s

in front.

2.2

Verlindes'

In this section,
(E.Verlinde

Scaling Argument

we revIew

and H.Verlinde,

problem

of high energy

mulation

of the theory

the scaling

argument

due to Verlinde

199:3) which gives an alternative

scattering,
(QED

way to look at the

The basic idea is to consider

in this case) and see what

made at the level of the a.ction itself in the high energy

and Verlindes

the action

simplification

limit.

for-

can be

Let us assume

that

the particles

that

scatter

pJ.l = (pO, p). For particles

that

= E where

E =

transverse

momentum

transfer

the typical

momenta

the inverse

perform

is extremely

Hence,

units,

momentum

it seems reasonable

The charactaristic

much bigger

a resealing

small.

is almost

forward,

the

Here sand

with the longitudinal

Now in natural

of length.

being

Jt

associated

along these two directions.
direction

and since the scattering

t are the usual
Thus we see that the squa.re roots of sand
t measure

variables.

tions respectively.

with four momentum

move close to the speed of light, we have thus,

v's,

pO = p3
Mandelstam

z direction,

move in the positive

that

that

and the transverse

direc-

has the same dimensions
to associate

length

two length

as

scales,

scale along the longitudinal

along the transverse

direction.

Hence we

of the coordinates,

(2.19)
(2.20)
where

0: ,

coordinates

:r, y, and),

be very small.
transverse

+, -

(J runs over the light cone coordinates
is

Note that

direction

SOIlH'

scale parameter

we have conveniently

to be 1, without

AJ.l have the dimension

thilt

and i signifies

WC'

will ultimately

take to

kept the scale parameter

any loss of generality.

of (length)-I

the space

and hence

their

The gauge

transformation

of the

potentials
property

under t he reseal ing is gi ven by

-~Jdl:r(F
4
where FJ.lv
potential.

= oJ.lAv

ovA'L is the field tensor

If we substitute

back in the action

Now we choose
the action,

-

the resealed

and AIL

= (AD,

A) is the four

and the potential

action,

in a way to incorporate

the high energy

limit in

we put

\ __

/\

where k is a constant

having

=

----t 00

1 Thus,

F"/')

form of the coordinates

then we get a scaled

the scale factor

namely

IW

the limit s

-

k

v's

the dimensions
becomes

0

----t

of energy

equivalent

to ),

----t

which we may put to be
O. From the scaled form

of the action

now it is clear that

in this limit,

the purely

transverse

part

of the

of the full theory,

i.e the

action in fact drops out and we are left with

Thus we see that the scaling corresponds
contribution

of the modes

removed

Consider now the partition

function

z
Due to the smallness
ponentiation

configuration

i.e,

will average

by the truncation

J

is subleading

> > t.

for s

DA e:r:p(iS).

A it is clear that the term A -2

of the term

will be extremely

configurations

=

to a truncation

oscillatory

out to zero.

and one expects

that

Fc<{3Fc<{3

on ex-

all non zero field

The only contribution

comes from the

for which

F+_ = 0 which implies that Ez = O. Similarly,

dual formalism,

the scaling

dual field strength
by the Verlinde

tensor.

scaling,

would imply
Thus

i\_ =

we are naturally

in which as already

fields are zero in the z direction.

+ and

this point,

we refer to the argument

the - subscripts

denote

Ez

=

= 0 means

functions

of Nachtmal1n

F

0, where

in the

denotes

the

led to the shock wave picture

mentioned,

Now, Fa{3

Where the

if we write the action

the electric

and magnetic

that

of x+ and

:1;-

(Nachtmann,

respectively.

At

1991), wherein

he has solved the Dirac equation
high energy
particles

limit,

of non abelian

and has shown

in this limit reduces

that

gauge particles

the amplitude

to the correlation

for scattering

in detail in the next chapter,

state that the same results

are valid in this (abelian)

with the fermionic

we shall simply

replace

clear if we recall that
almost forward,
as the transverse

in the energy

and the particles
momentum

drops out in the scaling
substitute

the classical

Hence, denoting
trajectories

part of the action,

the particles

transfer

the asymptotic

as 9), 92 a.nd h),

dx-fL

deviate

{J (i

P -

trajectories.

considera.tion,

of

n

1/J,

but

the scattering

from their classical

for Ai in the action,

m)

This fact is

the latter

at the end points

is

trajectories,

Also, the mass term

we shall come hack to later.

values

We

but for the time being we

namely

is very small.

limit, a point
solutions

i:
i:

regime under

lines.

case, and hence we shall not

by their classical

hardly

of two such

of two light like Wilson

shall review his arguments

be concerned

in the extremely

Hence,

reduces

m{J1/J
if we

to

of the particle

11.2 respccti vely, wc have

(Ai -

dx+o+ (Ai

Oin)
(2.36)

Gin)

-

(2.37)
the value of Ai is the same

Where we have imposed

the condition

that

two end

Wilson

Thus,

(h2 -

points

of each

line.

11.1) = 11., The electrodynamics

action

denoting

(92 -

finally reduces

9d

in the scaling

at the
9 and
limit

to

J
J dx- A_

dx+ A+ = 92 - 91
=

11,2

-

hI

(2.41)

(2.42)

9 - h propagator

modulo

some

arbitrary

to the previous

expected

particles,

has been

('tHooft,

amplitude

gives

using

the Verlindes'

in the shock wave limit.

strong

we must

mention

exactly

to be massless.

it is expected

we take this massless

Presumably

case, there
limit,

that

in the Verlindes'
lines,

if we include

to the Wilson

lines, to regulate

is, we have

Indeed,

propagator

and we are in fact compelled

as we shall

singularities

to add a small

the divergences.

point to note is that

in the sCeding process,

we have taken

the limit A

to our results

gramatically,
diagrams

scattering

(Itzykson

of the ladder

result as obtained
approximation

It must

terms

way to implement

also be mentioned

that

in quantum

electrodynamics

and Abarbanel,

1969), wherein

type in the high energy

in the semi classical

in QED.

in the action.These

and one possible

at the end.

for high energy

terms

mass

The other
-t

0, and

may provide

this is to take the
the same

amplitude

can be computed

dia-

we sum all the Feynman

limit and essentially

computation.

if

But as it turns

present.

all the subleading

ap-

a small mass for the

to the exact result.

arises non trivial

that

are not manifestly

0 limit

of non

scaling

these singularities

-t

the

of high energy

out, in electrodynamics,

>.

that

in the context

light like Wilson

to give corrections

show in the non-abelian

corrections

in a

evidence

the problem

procedure

leads

as we shall do shortly.

we have assumed

have dropped

reduces

(2.18).

seen how the scaling

This

the scaling

computed

computed

the

the amplitude

et ai, Equation

to that calculated

to apply

we see that

yj,so that

the scattering

amplitude

wave picture.

at this stage,

term correction

-

is indc('d a vedid way of Lidding

theories

taken the particles

integred

as we have already

It now remains

abelian gauge

= [nix

of Jackiw

corresponds

way to the shock

scaling approximation

froll1 the action

we see that

the scattering

This is of course

proximation,

This

shock wave calculation

exactly

However

< g(x) h(y) >

back all factors

we see that

scattering.

Further

e<gh>.

constants.

scaling argument

natural

> =

is given by

1987) and, putting

Thus

eg eh

<

Now,we note that

get the same

This is the so called eikonal

ASPECTS,OF

HIGH ENERGY

SCATTERING IN QUANTUM
CHROMODYNAMICS

In this chapter

we first review

abelian gauge particles,
tering at extremely

some

in particular,

large centre

and tertia.ry collisions
complicated
amplitude

the work of Nachtmann

ing argument
quark-quark

to calculate

scattering

high energy

of non

of quark-quark

in the following

hadron

Of course

hadron

scat-

the secondary

will make the problem
these corrections

scat-

much more

once the primary

We shall do this ill two ways, first we discuss

by the other

1991) wherein

he attempts

in the high energy
quark.

We then

to this non abelian
amplitude

scattering

is important

scatterings.

quarks

(Nachtmann,

as applied

a few comments

- 3.1

quark-quark

for one of the quarks

gauge field produced

The problem

we may treat

but on~ may attempt

Dirac equation

quarks.

of the sca.ttered

has been computed.

on high energy

of mass energies

sense: to the first approximation
tering as a sum of incoherrent

results

gauge

may be computed

regarding

the calculation

Quark-Quark

Scattering

to solve the

limit in the background

look at the Verlindes'
theory,

and indicate

in this picture.

scal-

how the

We also make

of this in the shock wave picture.

in the Functional

Integral

Approach

where

"ljJ

is the quark

usual, we have,

field for mass 1n. vVe denote

the gauge fields by Ail' and as

OVAJ.L + 9 [At"

OJ.LAI/ -

+

0t,
Now let us consider
and assume
functions,

that

the scattering
the incoming

us consider

the quark

z

= <

We then integrate
and putting

Where

in an external

0 out

(I

10 in

gauge,

by free particle

wave

ljJ, l~)exp

modes to obtain

[

i

J

the fermionic

in an external
The Green's

integral

dxL ]
determinant,

it can be shown to reduce

for a quark

Let

to

gluon

field which

function

of a quark

gluon field, satisfies

for inhomogeneous,

conditions

conditions.

function

the reduction

formula.

amplitude
]13,

(I

and may be Feynman

The free Green's

functions

F) or

for these two

are given by:
-

S~(x,y)

PI, P2, and

D(A,

over all field configurations.

S~(x,y)

scattering

are described

This is given by the functional

J

> =

function

= r) boundary

The Green's

We work in the Feynman

colour index that we do not write explicitly.

over the fermionic

I here stands

The index

boundary

states

two po·nt function.

SF is the Green's

retarded

quark

back in the above equation,

has been averaged

(3.4)

gAJ.L

of two quarks.

which carries an extra

(3.3)

Av],

-

J
J

dk
-e

-ik(x

-

p

271"4

dk
-e

-ik(x

-

-

+

It +

111,

111,2

+

(3.9)
lE

(3.10)

it-kG

(3.11)

S7( 9 A)S7

(3.12)

in order to compute

for the process

111,2

111,

S7( 9 A)SI

Using this formula,

P4 denoting

-

y)

k2

271"4

is needed

f +

y)

1/J(]lI)

the momenta

the scattering

we can show that

+

'l/J(]l2)

if

= 'l/J(P3)

of the incoming

amplitude

via

denotes

the

Sji

+

'l/J(P4)

and outgoing

with
quarks

S'fi

Z;;2 < (P31 (i~
(]1,d (i~
-

(P3

~

]14)

And Z,p is the usual quark wave renormalization
we can write the scattering

amplitude

Now in the above equation,
change graphs,
In the energy

regime

that

be see from the form of
of an external

we see that
considered

these quantities

11',

to evolve into a state
the individual

possible

quarks.

gluon

to all the u channel

in, all the u channel

~

]J4)

it satisfies

to the t channel
in the analysis

exchange
to follow.

the Dirac equation

ex-

exchanges.

exchange

diaones.

It may

in the presence

starting

=

these

amplitude

for a free quark in an extern~l

2, k

is they are some sort of scattering

individual

from some initial
To determine

We note that

M's and avera.ging

gluon field

amplitudes,

for

the full scattering
over all

In this way, we get the amplitude

for the

free state

to scatter

this, we first evaluate

at large times,

their

4 may be

product

the wave functions

not have a simple behaviour

=

1, k

that

3, and j

=

with j

field configurations.

some other state.
M~(A).

(]J3

t- channel

to all the

Hence, it is clear that we may determine

by taking

two quarks

that

(3.11),

Using Equation

gluon field, i.e

as the probability

amplitude

corresponds

we are interested

!V{)

m)lp2)

as

]J4)

the term given by

X

(3.13)

constant.

by a power of s compared

grams are suppressed
Hence we neglect

~

m)lpd

>

the first term corresponds

and the term(P3

+

m) SF (i~

-

+

m) SF (i~

and finally evolve into

the quantities

with Feynman

boundary

which is obviously

needed

Nft;(A) and
condition

do

in order to

impose the boundary

condition

However, the retarded

Thus the question
than with the

a slowly varying

Green's

boundary

conditions.

scattering

conditions

wavefunction

for a quark

to compute

Solution

I~;)rather

simpler

with

those

proof here,

with

wave

the retarded

but simply

of this section,

state
that

is

is given by

renormalization

we take a look at how to compute

use those results

namely,

we can indeed replace

we arrive at the final result

amplitude

solving the Dirac equation

3.2

boundary

"V~ do not give the explicit

With Z,p as the usual quark
section

in this energy regime,

I~~) = I~;J) Thus

the quark-quark

such a condition,

past.

1991) has shown that in the case of

(Nachtmann,

gluon potential

with the Feynman

do satisfy

are free in the distant

we can work with the relatively

Nachtmann

functions

the result,

functions

is whether

Iv'{).

that the quark states

the functions

in an extern,,1

the scattering

constant.

In the next

M31 (A) and M;2(A)

gauge

field. Then

by

we shall

amplitude.

of the Dirac Equation

In the High Energy

Limit

In this section,

we shall revIew

the solution

energy limit as given by Nachtmann
to compute

the quark-quark

(Nachtlllann,

scattering

amplitude

The idea is to find the Dirac wave functions
field produced
getting

by the other,

amplitudes

M31(A)

to the Dirac equation

and

M;2(A),

Igg I). This is essential

limit.

expressions

last section

and finally from these we may calculate

two quarks,

as explained

external

before.

in the background

gauge

We shall then use these in
for which were given in the
the scattering

We thus begin writing

amplitude

the Dirac equation

of

in an

gluon potential,

(i,IL D1L

-

m)1/J;)

D1L = 0., and we hav~ to impose
function

in order

which we shall do subsequently.

of a quark

in the high energy

in the high

was a plane

the boundary

wave, i.e,

= 0

iA1"

condition

that

at distant

past,

the wave

Here we take the time to run from
frame of the reaction.

Our coordinates

with respect

to the incoming

frame is that

the momentum

momenta

of the two quarks

Here qr denotes

plane.

±

= xo

we shall denote
equation,

and

x3,

(which we call as particle

momentum

use of its SU(3)

U (x

gauge

explicitly).
under

which is supposed
invariance

the wave function,
anyone

order scalar

and all other

-

equation

matrices

7/J have a
implies

~U(X)8ILUt(X)
.rJ

Dirac equation.

a Dirac particle

however

assures

fields arbitrarily.
in the usual

by the following

The reason

in a background

fix them

us that

and since the gauge transformation

We solve the equation

four vectors

To solve the Dirac

(The

This simplifies

make a
on

we can choose

the situation

way of converting

transformation

Gauge

transformation

is arbitrary,

why
field,

arbitrarily.

we can always

on the fields along with a corresponding

of the transformed

shall see.

to use light cone vari-

the gauge transformation

to be fixed, and hence we cannot

gauge transformation

lies entirely

)7/J;)

we are treating

of the Dirac equation

that

Indeed gauge invariance

to solve this gauge transformed

this is that

vector

invariance.

U(x)AjJr)Ut(:r)

we are doing

1 and 2) as

transfer

computation

of this

vVe may write the four

and light cone components.

is invariant

of mass

The advantage

advantageous

in this high energy

colour index that we have not written

Now we a.ttempt

quarks.

is purely transverse.

It is also naturally

that the Dirac equation

Now, we work in centre

00.

the outgoing

transfer

by their transverse

we make

to

are such that the z axis lies symmetrically

the two component

in the transverse
ables x±

-00

as we

into a second

The equation

for

<P

is a scalar

once we can determine
determine

the "ljJ's. The boundary

we substitute

differential

[0 -

2i

)

condition

0

-t

Pj

1

+

for the scalar

+

(pj - gA'~) OIL

to solve.

it back in the original
on

1/;;)

implies

And,

equation

to

that

+ ""l. ( p. ) e -ip ) x

1
---1l
2

m

this trial solution

equation

and is not difficult

the ¢,'s we may put

",' (
'PjX

When

field equation

J

in Equation

(3.27),

we get a second

order

0,

field

2gpj A'~

+

ig,~ (OIL

A') - l A'2]

<p~(x)

= 0
(3.30)

We now consider

the particle

the left, as seen by a centre
gauge invariance

1, by which we shall mean the quark
of mass frame observer.

of the Dirac equation

algebra

shows that

to the very simple

we exploit

from
the

and we choose,

Now, if we put in the form of the four momentum
a little

At this point

coming

the Equation

(3.30)

and use the gauge

reduces

condition,

in the high energy

limit

form

x

1

(]J~

+ mt12(1

+

,o)u(pd
(3.33)

Also, in Equation
and find a solution

(3.25) if we put A~
for Ut which turns

In the above, P denotes
matrix

valued

everything

gauge

together.

0, we may easily integrate

path

ordering

fields that

out to be

as here we are dealing

are non commutative.

From Equation

the equation

(3.25),

we have,

Now,

with non abelian
we have

to put

the expression

Now, writing

D~ in terms of the gauge transformed

values of ¢l(X)
we obtain

and Ut(x)

the following

We may similarly

be noted

This solution
high energy

scattering,

deviated

the wave function
abelian

phase

pick up a phase
picture

that

(abelian

front.

of the quark
factor

The net phase

i.e by solving
phase factor

with incoming

momentum

as follows.

SillC(-'

near forward

of V_.

and x-

Similarly

=

picked

:1;-

up in the process

as follows

of ultra

of two quarks,
small,

the

and the quarks

In the process

= constant

however

picks up a non

of the other

quark

this with the shock

also we treated

interaction

wave

and

with the shock

in these

two ways

limit and by calculating

of .Jackiw et al (Jackiw

will

one particle

field of the other,

if calculated

in the high energy

on colour space.

Thus these travel essentially

gauge

due to the instantaneolls

in the shock wave method

scattering

to compare
There

(3.40)

we are in the regime

the wave function

in the background

the Dirac equation

condition

constant.

in the last chapter.

factor

acting

is extremely

along

\1+. It is interesting

XT)])

.1:'+,

matrices

and boundary

travelling

case) travelling

up a phase

(3.34),

dx'+A+(x-,

in the process

constant

we developed

in that

it picked

equation

transfer

factor

(3.33) and Equation

1:

and consider

=

in the

for the particle

from their light cone trajectories.

the rays x+

we get

field and and putting

from Equation

V+ and V_ are SU(3)

may be interpreted

are hardly
along

(e.1:p [-~g

the differential

momentum

(3.26),

will all follow, and we can easily guess the result,

that

transverse

from Equation

expression

v+ = P

They satisfy

as obtained

solve the equation

P2, and the same steps

It should

for

7/J;)~(:r)

Substituting

the

et aI, 1992), gives

the same result.

This is not surprising

at the same phenomenon
Dirac equation
reaction

particle

from different

reference

of Jackiw

However,

of non abelian

velocities,

looking

in solving

the

we must
particles

comment

that

that

assures

(i.e the scattering
the two methods

This is mainly

makes it impossible

Efforts

are being made

to boost

exactly

like the abelian

case, a.nd to see what

of

that whichever

a full shock wave picture

is yet to be developed.

of the Yang Mills equation

in the method

in which the scattered

invariance

from, the end result

to be the same, hence it is expected

linearity

\Vhereas

et aI, we use the frame of reference

frame we look at the reaction
result.

frames.

move with equal but opposite

is at rest or moving very slowly. Lorentz

is bound

are essentially

we have used the centre of mass frame, where before and after the

the particles

computation

as the two methods

amplitude)
give the same
of scattering

because

the non

to find a unique

some of the known solutions

solution.

of these equations

type of shock wave, if any, emerge

from this.

In this section,

we give the explicit

in the high energy
of two Wilson

M;I(A)

regarding

amplitude

=

the same.

_Z;2

7/';1) and similClrly M'~2(A)

an explicit

171};;))

form of

for the amplitude.

the approximate

solution

A and V are functions

for

71);1

=
17/);)2)

in M;I(A),

of all four coordinates.

I

p

<

2 (]II +

P3)

I

2 (P2 +

P'1)

of two quarks

to the expectation

value

that we made in

we wrote the quark-quark

M;1 (A) M;2(A)

> where,

(71,d.rJ /\ IV};2)' Now that
we may attempt

vVe brieny outline

defined
P

and

amplitude

the assumption

Let us recall that

1

back in the expression

Where

it reduces

This will justify

in the form Sf;

(P31 9 )\

we have computed

If we insert

We shall show that

lines in this limit.

the last chapter
scattering

limit.

form of the scattering

to put it

the calculation

here.

we obtain

In the above,

we have

MT31 (A) ""
Inserting
quark

these

J

in Equation

scattering

amplitude

Tji

d

xe

It 2) 2
-E
(
2 2· +

1

2

I

+ -

= 2£+

p.p

i (P3

(3.20),

-

PI

after

)

9

p' u (pd

A \1 il (P3)
-

-

some algebra,

in the high energy

~

v2v
we see that

limit reduces

the quark-

to

J (q2) OA3AJ OA4A2

= iil (P3) -(u (PI) il (P4) II'U (P2)

J being given by

It must be noted

that the indices A refer to the colour indices of the quarks

we had till now suppressed.
energy

limit, the scattering

Wilson

lines that replaces

corrections
the

'l/J;} 's.

The above equation
amplitude

the two quarks.

to the above picture
It is this definition

3.4

Scaling Argument

action,

we implement

have discussed
reduce

the full theory

dimensional

sigma

Doing

to compute

the

but the interactions
residing

with the pure Yang Mills action,

to the case of non abelian

limit vie\. the same scaling

the scaling

diredly
effective

Yang Mills

argument

as we

at the level of the action,
theory.

The resulting

can be summarised

on the transverse

to

Chromo dynamics

from the full four dimensional

to a much simpler

model

value of the two

we shall be using in all high

scaling argument

Starting

the high encrgy

before.

still four dimensional,

QeD.

be interesting

that

in Quantum

we apply the Verlindes'
namely

It might

of the amplitude

approximations.

gauge theories,

to the expectation

in the high

possi bly by keepi ng the first order correction

energy

In this section,

reduces

makes it clear that

which

plane.

in terms
Let us start

we

action

is

of a two
directly

and the gauge

fields transform

We do the same
chapter,

Verlinde

namely

xC>

~

under

scaling

AXC>,

the fundamental

that

xi

~

we had described

Again we see that if we want to calculate
quantum

partition

fluctuations

function

of the term

A-2

the scaled

xi

the Green's

of the scaled
Fc>{3F':,(3

theory,

in details

in the last

Yang Nlills action

now reads,

function

etc and consider

Z = J D All

namely

will be damped

of SU(3).

representation

exp

the

(is),

out due to the smallness

of

A and we retai n our flat gauge con d it ion,

which again

implies

Yang Mills action

We shall

return

fermionic

part,

In the scaling

that

Ez

simplifies

= 0 and Bz

Thus

the

to

to the action

limit,

0 in the dual formalism.

IJ)

a mOlllPnt bllt hefore

the mass term automatically

that,

becomes

let us look at the

subleading

and drops

out, and we are left with,

Thus

we see clearly

and they couple

that

the quarks

to the longitudinal

propagate

in the longitudinal

components

Ac> of the gauge fields. That

mass term drops out in the sca.ling limit suggests
we are interested

in, we have essentially

gauge fields in the longitudinal

we still have a full four dimensional

tha.t in the energy

a theory

of chiral

However

it must

direction.
theory,

direction

fermions

regime
coupled

only
the
that
to

be kept ill mind that

as the 7/"s and the A's are functions

of all four coordinates.
point

function

Thus,

of two right moving

we are led to a description

proposed
sented

by Nachtmann,

lines essentially

in turn

can be traced

however

we had neglected

by the scatterer

in this picture

is

2

m

2

is a conventional

of the action

in Equation

(3.54),

in Equation
dictated

amplitude

seen, the quarks

condition

as hackground

gauge

the

on the Ao's, which

In Nachtmann's

the recoil terms

as

are repre-

that in this derivation,

derivation,

and had taken
fields.

the

So, follow-

also, we shall define the quark-quark

into the action.

Ai'S and putting

normalization.

scattering

(3.53).

Let us now retuI'I1 to the simpli-

If we substitute

uy the Aat gauge condition,

The next step is to find a classical

solution

them

back in the action.

turn out to be

Clearly,

if we put this form of t.he soilition

in this the form for Ao
then we have

for the gauge fields Ai and put it back

This may be done by computing

the A's

form

the two

tUI'I1S out to be

scattering

It must be mentioned

argument.

to calculate

as

The factor
fication

of the quark-quark

back to the scaling

fields produced

amplitude

and this qllantity

arise due to the flat gauge

these came because

ing Nachtmann,

quarks,

it is possible

in which as we have alrr.ady

by light like Wilson lines.

Wilson

gauge

Now, from the action,

Indeed

tIle equations

of motion

by the equations

hack in tll(' action,

for the

of motion

the latter

of

takes the

No",v, as in the case of Quantum
integrals.

Let us denote

x- direction

Electrodynamics,

i:

i:

d.x- 8_ (U-I DiU)

dx+8+ (U-1 DiU)

vVhere we have imposed

=

back in the action
compact

we have the following

92

h:;l Di h2
that

the transverse

gauge

fields Ai take

lines. The values at the end

by at and ai respectively.

are denoted

in the above equation
of Equation

Then,

of the two Wilson

of the x+ and x_ dirp,ctions
derivatives

9:;1 Dt

=

the restriction

the same values at the end points

covariant

values of the field U as 91 and 92 in the

the end point

and as hI and h2 ill the x+ direction.

relations

points

we can easily do the above two

are with respect

(:3.62), we see that

at.

to

The

Putting

it can be written

this

in a very

form as

( 1 -I)
-I

It should

be noted

operator

8+8_.

The action

lines.

simplified

a semiclassical

action

between
major

all

plane

problem

as obtained

by the four end points

from the Verlinde's

and one may attempt

the quark

transverse

model
of the

This is the
argument.

It

the one loop

Since we have replaced

of the Wilson
in nature.

lines,

There

(:3.6'1). As has already

/1;/118 can be identified

the end points of the Wilson lines.

scaling

to compute

and gluon loops.

of the

we shall come

on all four coordinates.

by the four end points

of the matrix

propagator

lines, a comment

has been replaced

with the action of Equation

MA~

verSIOn of the

(:3.64) thlls gives a two dimensional

the fields etc. depend

action,

a discrete

with the inverse

of the Wilson

the fields 9 and II. are purely

the inverse
between

plane

by computing

the longitudinal

represents

be identified

of Equation

form of the action

is however
effective

However

MAB

matrix

the end points

in which the longitudinal
Wilson

this

It can actually

gluon field between
back to later.

that

I

interactions

is however

one

been remarked,

with the

A

propagators

However this inverse does not exist at

! This problem may be traced back to the fact that we have taken exactly light

like Wilson

lines in our picture,

i.e essentially

massless

quarks.

This is the cause

of the divergence

and to avoid it we have to give our Wilson lines a small timelike

component,

is, we have to give a small mass to the quarks.

that

In this case, the

Wilson

lines are no longer light like, and they begin and end after a certain

amount

of time.

not go through

This regulates
the entire

the proposed

regulated

the divergence

derivation

of the Verlindes'

= (

reg

I+

-1

but we simply

We shall
state

that

M AB is,

form of the matrix

j\1AB

in the gluon propagator.

finite

+

-I

t
t

+

t)

l+t

2i
= I - -109 s

I

t-

1r

Thus,

the final form of the Yang Mills action

argument

3.5

obtained

by the Verlindes'

scaling

is

Verlindes' Parametrization

and the Quark Quark Scat-

tering Amplitude
In the last section we saw how the scaling argument
tive two dimensional
for

QeD.

To this

V± (z)

end,
=

2i52

111

[p

functions

1:
(9 1:

=

of the action

action.

as proposed

by
as

wlwre the Wilson

lines were defined

as

ow, we see that

since the longitudinal

91, 92, hi,

d.t:+ A+(z))

P exp

dx- A_(z))

value of the two Wilson

J

two dimensional

the

had been defined

P e:r:p (g

of two quarks

through

is to compute

fields, ACt are flat, hence the Wilson
of the variables

action

amplitude

(9 J~oo d:r± A± (z))].

of the gauge

amplitude

the scattering

.

exp

Now the issue

a parametrization

effec-

Yang Mills action

in the effective

using this effective

Jd1ze-iq.o(\!+(0)V_(.z-)),

the expectation

(V_(ZL)V+(ZR))

discuss

Let us recall that

be very simple

tering

propagator.

of two quarks

we shall

= tr·

components

Thus

of the gluon

amplitude

the Verlirides'.

J(s,t)

out of the full four dimensionhl

We also saw how the log s entered

the regularization
scattering

action

leads to a simplified

lines turn

h1, introduced

lines representing

out to

earlier.

the elastic

scat-

is given by

[d9A dhB da;]

eiS[gA.

hB, n:Jtr (929~1 (zL))

l7' (h2ht1(ZR))
(3.70)

Where

ZL

and

denote

ZR

the transverse

the left and the right moving quarks
can be given a simple

coordinates

respectively.

form ii we introduce

Now, we make a gauge choice, namely

of the Wilson

lines denoting

Hence the scattering

the following

the Lorentz

amplitude

parametrization

Oiat

gauge,

that

2g2
-log s
1l"

Now, we have to insert

the parametrizations,

(3.71),

Equation

(3.75) into the action in order to get the effective parametrized

Equation

Doing this, we find that

5

1

the action

J

d2 z

tl'

+ -2 J

d2 z

t7'

d2z

i7'

-

2
e

e2

+- 4 J
Where

Equation

we have expanded

reduces

(OiOOiC/J

+

(x [OiO,

ai0]

scattering

+

+

)2

"1 +0 iO'-)
leiO'

+ 0'-)

~(O'+
2

OiO] [X, Oi0]

upto

the first two orders

process.

action.

to

([x,

we shall come back to the computation
quark-quark

. (0 iX

I

(3.73),

+

~ [0,0'+,

of the actual

in e.

[0;0, Oj0]

oj

[OiQ+,

Eij)

oj)

In the next

scattering

amplitude

(3.76)
chapter,
of the

BEHAVIOUR OF SCATTERING
AMPLITUDES IN QCD AT HIGH
ENERGIES

In this chapter,

we take

elastic

amplitudes

scattering

specific,

a look at the high energy
in the context

by making

suitable

in the limit of extremely
effective

theory

the Verlindes'

in this picture.

case of (2

+

1) dimensional

picture

and calculate
in (3

to calculate

4.1

+

calculations

propose

1) dimensions,

the scattering

Diagrammatic

this latter

Amplitude

but standard,

we do not present

outline

the method

tion.

Quark

quark

of computing
scattering

the gluon propagator
of the Verlindes'

of the quark

are lengthy,

(Cheng

in the simpler

fails

effective

amplitude

in this

way. We then show how
framework.

in QCD

by means of Feynman

the results

scattering

of the High Energy Elas-

high energies

quote

that

in the Verlindes'

at extremely

rather

formalism

form for the scattering

In this section we outline the calculation

quark

by

Li and Tan (Li and Tan, 1993) and

indicate

Calculation

tic Scattering

Yang Mills theory

the quark

in a non diagrammatic

amplitude

graphs.

\Ve then come back to the

a new parametrization

an approximate

Feynman

these

the so called regge behqviour

and try to compute

QCD, following

show how the diagrammatic
We then

in the relevant
exhibits

We first develop

To be

in which one calculates

out of the full four dimensional

formalism,

amplitude

to reggeize.

amplitude

of two particle

Chromodynamics.

large centre of mass energies.

obtained
scaling

formalism

approximations

We shall show how the scattering

action

of Quantum

we shall first review the existing

amplitudes

behaviour

quark scattering

diagrams.

amplitude

Since the calculations

the full details

here, but we would

and Wu, 1987).

In the appendix,

Feynman

in the high energy approxima-

amplitudes

graphs

are more complicated

that

however,

we

the fermion

fermion

amplitudes

electric

charge,

of regularity

in abeliall

carry colour.

scattering

rigorous

divergences.

noting

the quarks,

a small

of amplitudes

divergences.
mass

at high energies.

Be-

the quark

We could made our results

massless

the second order diagram

and ignore
for quark

as given in Figure

4.1. At very large centre of mass energies

is almost

the amplitude

corresponding

to

pattern

via the Higgs mechanism,

we keep the gluons

Let us consider

forward,

in addition

that as the gluon is massless,

has infrared

the gluons

for the sake of simplicity,

because

calculation

it is worth

amplitude

by giving

theories

lTov\'ever, as we shall see, there is an amazing

in the perturbative

fore we begin however,
quark

gauge

however,

the infrared

quark

scattering

when the scattering

to this diagram

can be shown to

approach.
2

A2
,6, is the momentum
the usual

5U(3)

transfer

:::

__

(1

generators

with>..'s

It can be shown

differs from that in abelian

crucial

in the computation

of amplitudes

order diagram

so called "crossed

diagram"

that

but this can be shown to be suppressed
(u and t being the usual Mandelstam
group factor
shortly

a systematic

look at the fourth
The amplitudes
approach

order

procedure

diagrams

for Figure

in the high energy

4.2(a)

in quark

quark

and Figure

4.2(b)

scattering

s in(se-ilr)J(

2

117.2

271"

in (s) J ( 6- )
271"

there

is

in this case, the
particles,

Since the
we shall

given in Figure

respectively

4
-g
----

I 4 --S
-g

that

thpsp, hut before that,

/11'

m2

is

of these amplitudes,

M

2

that

ult in the high energy limit

limit

1

factor

and hence is ignored.

for trcating

for

only by the

the two incident

by a factor of
variables),

The indices

scattering

It is to be noted

be interchanging

are

the above expression

to the amplitude

plays such a crucial role in computation

develop

matrices.

It is this group

QeD.

in

contributes

obtained

that

>",,/2

and T"

process,

fermion-fermion

T;1}Tpl, which we call the group factor.
second

(1

being the Cell Mann

factor

another

(4.1)

T(I)T(2)

2rn2,6,2

in the elastic scattering

1 and 2 refer to the two quarks.
the amplitude

S_.!L

6-

)

let us
4.2.

can be shown to

I (~) is clearly infrared
in terms

to be suppressed

ignored.

by a factor

Now, the group factor

space obtained

by associating

Wu, 1987).

We represent

For example,

the factor

factors

converted

to diagrammatic

amplitude,

all factors

G1, G2, G3,

factor

with

explicitly,

we may obtain
equations,

amplitude

relations

in terms

result

:3

4g

,

which

we call
order

s

4

.5

m2

111..5

:::::

-

2

2

2m ~

contribution

(4.6)

27r I (~)

we find that it asymp. 4

sg2

the sixth

a (A)

[1

L.l.

I n.5 ] G'I

+

z 9 s J ( L.l.
A) G2
4m2

2

= :3g
47r

(4.4).

~

(4.8)

21 (~)
In the same

to the scattering

way, one may calculate

amplitude.

There

are 21 Feynman

to this order, we do not list all of them, but simply state the
order

amplitude

approaches

asymptotically

in the extreme

limit
2

+
from Equation

the behaviour

four,

G1

sg6 [__ 1_ (g-20 (~) In s) G _ ~s
A 2
.)
1
4 7r
L.l.
_. I
2 111. 2

Hence,

which when

00

--t

being given by Equation

high energy

Writing

4m2I(~)

"2M

as s

that contribute
that

3

+ "2 M

M') G2

/11'

a (~)

graphs

by Figure

4.2.

them,

and
itself.

in this way, the fourth

the second to the fourth order amplitudes,

approaches

the sixth order

simply

between

of only

factors

:3,

J (~)

(Cheng

by the diagram

is represented

ig"

+

and

and

factor

in colour

becomes

+

(M

:::::

M

A4

are

(4.3), we get

Now from Equation

+

two, hence

show that upto sixth order in the scattering

may be expressed

for the scattering

A2

can

is the matrix

of a diagram

T~I)T~2)

scattering

and T~1)TP)TP)TPl is given in Figure

A4

totically

to these

with a diagram

and G4. If we define the group

Hence by adding

quark

with each vertex the appropriate

associated

the group

for quark

of s compared

associated

the group

4.1, while TPlTJ!lTplTP)

expression

but we shall ignore this and keep all our results

I. The other fourth order diagrams

of

be shown

divergent,

i ln s (2/1
47r
(4.1),

of the amplitude

(~)

Equation

-

~

22)J

(~)

G:3

(4.5) and Equation

upto the sixth order,

I (~) G
1

+

2

1
3!/1
(~)G4

]

(4.9), we may deduce

which is seen to be

The G1 term in the above equation
the G1 term

is associated

with one gluon exchange,
q.L is modified

for a gluon of momentum
the amplitude
amplitude

for exchange

for exchange

are reggeized,
show that
emerge

is seen to come in an exponential

the gluon propagator

and show that

4.2

+I

namely

2

+

we apply

dimensional

QeD,

show how the full theory

recall Verlindes'

effective

5 = _1_
2g2

J

for;3

= (

'"eg

:2 J d2

z

+

;2 J

((1

+ E)tr

to

in particular

QCD in the Verlinde

reggeize,

before

+

1

Dimensional

to a simpler

Li and Tan (Li and Tan,
all

reggeizes

effective

+E
+(

-

(h:;IOih2

1 dimensional

in this picture.

I dimensional

-1

(g:;IOig2

d2z 2E tr [g~10i9l

to

in. In the next section,

argument

d2 zMABreg t·· (g-I
D+g
A,

MAB

5

scaling

can be reduced

action

+1

in 2

following

we try to see if the gluon propagator

not.

the same picture

in QCD,

1 dimensional
dofS

calculations

we move

QCD.

the Verlinde

1 dimensional

+

propagator

High Energy Scattering

In this section,

scattering

which we shall be interpsted
in 2

the gluons

diagrammatic

and we expect

of high energy

the gluon

on to the case of full 3

in this picture

Thus,

is reggeized,

theory

framework,

gluons.Thus

earlier.

we look at very high energy scattering
picture,

the propagator

of one 1'eggeon. The G2 term may be shown to be the

as we had commented

in the Verlinde

Since

by a factor of s-&. This term thus gives

of two reggeized

in any effective

we see that

series.

A

QeD

situation,
1994).

We

theory,

and

To begin with, we

QCD,

namely

I D-:- h )
h-BIB

-l+E)
1+(

g~IOi91) (h:;10ih2
-

h~IOihl)]

-

h~lOihl)]

From
the

+

;2

+

g12

the above
partition

J
J

d2 Z 2/:

t1'

[h~1Oihl (9:;IOi92 -

d2z 4/:

t1'

[9~10i9Ih~10;hl]

form of the action,

it can be seen that

eiS, fluctuations

limit

is much greater

negligible

compared

note that

the third

of the

to the other

2 1
/:- ,

9

92.

than

Hence

two terms

term in the action

=

4/:t1'(9;IOi9IhlI0;h,)

9110i91

the term

same argument
further,

that

the second

we write

9110;91 and

-

in 9110;91 and

which
term

down

in the high

in the action

and we may ignore this.

Further,

is
we

as

/:t1'[(9~10i91
(9;'0;91

essentially

drops

the second

out of the action

term.

To simplify

by the

the action

we define

these in the action,
of freedom

parametrize

it is readily seen that since there is only one transverse
1 dimensions,

hence in this case, the

denotes

differentiation

with respect

at

independent

Putting
degree
part of

is

the.

x, and e2 = 2921n s/1r.

In 2

+

1 dimensions,

Hence the above is the effective

in seeing

by 0, ¢J and X as in the earlier case.

+

in 2

the action

zero.

hl'()J~,

we have dropped

which we shall ultimately

Where

+

a parameter

may be written

Hence,

when

terms 9:;10;92
2
by 9 and the fluctuations

function

h:;10;h2
h~IO;hl are controlled
1
h1 0;h1 are controlled by the parameter
energy

9;1 Oi91)]

if the glllon propaga.tor

action

reggeizes.

to the only transverse

coordinate,

we can in fact choose both at to be
in this case.
In other

Now, we are interested

words,

we have to calculate

the quantity

< O( q) ¢J( q) > which we shall do lIptO two loops. In order to do this,

we introduce

the following

In terms

parametrizations

of this parametrization,

lowest order in 9 as

we see tha.t the action

may be written

upto the

Expanding

of X, we get the necessary

G in terms

interaction

terms

to calculate

< O(q) if;(q) > upto two loops. Here,O = oaT" and if; = if;bTb, where Ta, Tb
are generators
of SU(3), for i = 1 to 8. At tree level, the () - if; correlator
is just - (i/ q2) Oab' At OIle loop level, there are two distinct Feynman diagrams
as shown
dotted

in Figure

lines denote

4.3. The solid lines denote

the 0 -

the X propagators.

diagrams

These

if;

propagator,

while the

can be easily evaluated,

and they give

1-

Upto the fourth
(Li and Tan,

order,

there are seventeen

topologically

1994) which we do not list here.

in the standard
upto

J

dk 1
-27r k2

way, and after putting

These

everything

distinct
diagrams

together,

Feynman

graphs,

are also evaluated
the 0 -

if;

correlator

two loops is given by

It is clear from the above equation
and hence reggeizatioll

that the series in brackets

fails to occur in 2

+

1 dimensional

do not exponentiate,
QCD in the Verlinde

framework.

4.3

An Approximate
plitude In 3

In this section,
context
transverse

of 3

we propose

+

+

Calculation

QCD.

amplitude

Wu. Let us recall that
of two quarks

to be

and see how far it agrees
we have defined

of the Verlindes'

In the approximation

gauge fields to zero, we try to compute

the scattering

Am-

1 QCD

a new parametrization

1 dimensional

of The Scattering

action

we put

the

an approximate

expression

for

with the results

of Cheng

and

the scattering

amplitude

where

in the

at high energies

Now, let us take for example
Using

the Baker

(9(02

exp

-

Cambell

(1)

-

~

Hausdorf

[02,

0.]

the exponentials

for the scattering

amplitude,

earlier.
trace

~ ([02,

To match

is

in calculating

of the

write

we finally

f

in terms

t

between

the longitudinal

of In s. The

I

net contribution

propagator

¢>'s in terms

transverse

propagator

(Jd (¢>2 -

¢>d. Since we

(1

+ t)

transfer

t)

corresponding

piece, = 4. The transverse

PI is the momentum

component

in the transverse

to this term,
gives

direction.

where

~2

Hence the

of this term is

The appearance

of the group

which yields a factor

We shall outline

ab

8 TaT

b,

the calculation
1

form of 929'1
(2)

ious combination

2

(rr

a

factor G1 is clear since we are contracting
that is precisely

In the same way, one may compute

-

techniques,

the O's and

and the net term is 9'2 ((J2 -

which is simply a constant

i!-(
and 2 01

M, 1\1-1•

propagators

Hence we may compute

parametrized

the longitudinal

)

4f (1 -

obr

and Wu, we take a

values using Wick contraction

propagators

write

I1+

t

4t
1

b

we have derived

'rVe note that

-

-

Wick contrac-

and

contribute,

have the longitudinal

~ = P2

and

will generate
integrals of the type I as given in
2
Upto order 9 , we see that only the terms of order 9 from both

(4.4).

the exponents

1-

4t

the expectation

will be two dimensional
Equation

+ ...)

of the inverse of the matrix

~(l+f

_
-

the longitudinal

which

t'S

that

of Cheng

amplitude.

as

we get an expression

by standard
action

term

the end points of the Wilson lines that we have parametrized

AB

we may

[01, O2]])

and 11.211.)1,

with the calculations

/11-1
Hence,

the above

[01,

-

two dimensional

by the O's and the ¢>'s are just the elements
This inverse

0dl

which may be evaluated

our results

between

[02,

on both 9291

at the end to get the scattering

propagator

we can write
1

using the effective

to the term 92911.

corresponding

identity,

-

hence, expanding

tion techniques

eg(J2 e-g(J1

the term

the fourth

and 11.211.1

from 929'1 and
of these terms

and the sixth

of the fOllrth order
1

I

GI as we have defined

-g

2

that

the terms

term.

9

saw that the cross terms add up to a net zero contribution,

O2)

2

before.

terms

It is clear

to order 9'2 are

2

2 (01 will give all the l terms
[¢>1,¢>2land

order

with

in 9.

from the

.=f [0

from h2hl

in the amplitude.
while the direct

1,

I

02l

. VarWe
terms

gIve non trivial
longitudinal

contribution

to this order.

It may indeed

be seen that

for the

part,

g2

4 ( ([0

O2] [<PI, <P2}) )

1,

'3
4[' ~--lnsGII+-G'}.I
.1'3' ],

A4=9
Where
part

/ is the integral

16

scattering
present

amplitude.

The calculation

It comes from the transverse

that

is lengthy

the sixth

order

but

the 96 term

straightforward,

amplitude

in the
and

approaches,

we

in the

limit

6i
9 6 ( --In
12871'
96
Where

(4.4).

In the same way, we may compute

only the final result,

high energy

871'

defined as in Equation

of the propagators.

4

9
2

s

(8~In s)

/} is defined

as

Now, if we add up all the contributions,

we see that

the scattering

amplitude

is

given by

Hence,

we see that

the amplitude
we compute

for 3

the scattering

+

1

the amplitude

a G2 and a G4 contribution,

QeD,

amplitude
as computed

in this case is quite
by Cheng

u~ing the (tl'V+ tl'V_)
ancl we see that

different

and Wu.

form, it effectively

our expression

from

However,

if

gives only

for the amplitude

is essentially

in broad

order,

from

apart

diagrammatic
Verlindes'

agreement

a a negative

method,

Cheng

sign with

and

the

The calculation

Till fourth

order,

agree with the standard

becomes

Wu's

result,

the sixth

Using

the scattering
complicated

the expression

upto

in G2.

term

g6

one may try to compute

formalism.

gauge fields.

with

this

amplitude

non

in the

once we include

for the gluon propagator

form, but the sixth order calculation

the

is seen to

has not shown

any

sign of regge behaviour.
However,

it would

does not reggeize
rchemsky

be wrong

at this point

in the Verlindes'

(Korchemsky,

to this problem.

approach.

has treated

the gluon

we point out a recent

1994), the formalism

Korchemsky

to say that

of which,

we think,

the renormalization

work by Ko-

may be applied
group

of the so called cross divergences

of the VVilson lines, and shown that

totics of the scattering

are indeed governed

amplitude

specifically,

after renormalization

lines, there

appear

energy

behaviour

Instead

problem

of the scattering

of trying

the effective

action

obtained

1979).

Polyakov

which is the divergence
sharp spike.
picture,

has calculated

thf' scattering

be understood

is indeed

after which it travels

along its classical

trajectory

a.mplitude,

that in the shock wave
particles

Heuristic

behaviour

of the scattering

to justify

it further,

(called

arguments

a kink in the other.

This is

of a particle

between
travelling

amplitude

an instantaneous

along

interaction

The argument
the contour

the

by the

have a

is further

gauge),

one of

value of two lines that gave

to be 1, in which ca.se we indeed
show that

as

one of

again, and we effectively

for the expectation

may be taken

loop,

to those particles,

to this particle.

choice of gauge

the Wilson lines, in the expression

line.

of a Wilson

in which the interaction

and hence it undergoing

as due to a suitable

a single Wilson

of Polyakov

of two fast moving

So, we may think

loop with a kink corresponding

the scattering

to look at the

with very high energy, being acted on instantaneouly

gauge field due to the other,

of

value of a loop which has a

as producing

particles

instantaneous.

the high

in the framework

the kink divergence

amplitude

in the shock wave approximation

trajectory

control

we propose

in the expectation

justified

justified

scaling,

value of the VVilson lines corresponding

the loops can effectively

Wilson

directly

It seems to us that one can take the viewpoint

the expectation

that

More

of the Wilson

way, which is due to the calculation

obtained

where one treats

its classical

dimension

this approach

by the Verlinde

different

the asymp-

amplitude.

to incorporate

in a slightly

(Polyakov,

of anomalous

properties

by these divergences.

of the so called cross singularities

2 x 2 matrices

propagator

in this approach

have

the regge

does follow, but at this point we a.re unable

and hope to report

on this in flltme.

CONCL USIONS

In this chapter,

we summarize

shall make a few comments
scattering

about

in gauge theories,

We saw that
scattering

all the results

the open problems

and the possible

in the regime

amplitude

of ultra

can be computed
which

grammatic

calculations.

This semi classical

in this high energy

the classical

background

of reference

in which

other

(scatterer)

wave",

by considering
particle

argument

two typical

argued

that

that

than

since length

in the transverse

of the action

itself,

at high energies.
four dimensional
effective

action

scattering

it splits

Maxwell

we reviewed

QeD.

at ultra

computation

was
is via

was obtained
of the scattered

consisted

along the longitudinal

along the longitudinal
direction,

that extremely

the result

ohtained

have

we can associate
small compared

action

a

with

at the level

only some effective

two dimensional

direc-

the Verlindes'

this scaling

for electrodynamics.

for QED reproduced

while the

199:3). This scaling argument

up and one can retain

action

at rest,

Verlindes'

When one incorporates

This gave a simplified

amplitude

Next,
namely

direction.

in

by going to a frame

amplitude

as the momentum,

direction

essentially

We then reviewed

in the transverse

scale along the longitudinal

by dia-

the interaction

scales yvith the problem,

scales inversely

et

of one particle

in the wave function

Since the momentum
that

obtained

The

where

The scattering

and Verlinde,

directions.

tion is by far greater

of light.

elastic

by Jackiw

was possible

is almost

wave picture,

produced

length

results

by the other,

gauge field of the other.

(Verlinde

and the transverse

length

shift

as shown

the scattering

particle

we

them.

the two particle

computation

the speed

and is instantaneous.
the phase

of associating

(scattered)

of the shock

to address

the earlier

field produced

with almost

by the background

scaling

with

regime, one can treat

the first

done in the framework
a "shock

tallies

gauge

moves

means

semi classically,

et ai, 1992),

till now. Then,

in this area of high energy

high energies,

al (Jackiw

because

we have reviewed

terms,

out of the full

Next we showed
by Jackiw

that

this

et al for the

high energies.

the work done in context

We saw how Nachtmann

of non abelian

(Nachtmann,

gauge

theories,

1991) has computed

an

expression

for the scattering

itlnplitude

tion for one quark

in the background

high energy

We saw that

limit.

two quarks

basically

associated
that

with the two.

the Wilson

quark

reduced

Wilson

computation

of the quarks.

of the effective

diagrammatic

calculation

tion of the Verlindes'
behaviour.

action,

the case of 2

+

Verlindes'

1 dimensional

scaling

rates the high energy
and

thus

effective

produces

scaling

here that

action.

scaling

back the results
dard means.

result

is correct

order

results.

of the Einstein
scattering

amplitude,

amplitude,

momentum

calculation

obtained

semi classically

action

that

by other

the

the physics

by the longitudinal
to add corrections

the scaling
action

stan-

and transverse

argument

is indeed

to the

obtained,

in order to extract

the scat-

This is indeed

of QCD, and efforts are being made to see if one can extract

amplitude

an

also produces

we expect

transfer

in s behaviour.

with its complicated

itself,

or QCD

it means

in gravity

amplitudes

two dimensional

perturbative

incorpo-

VVe must also mention

action

when one applies

simplified

that

for QED

up of the action in the longitudinal

However,

an effective

a non

1994) in

since this effective

in this framework.

the transverse

but one has to do a further

feature

action

by the centre of mass energy (which is governed

to leading

tering

argument

clear as ill ultra high clwrgy scattering,

and we expect

action,

We proposed

at the level of the action

for the scattering

for gravitational

momenta)

QCD

physical

in the theory

at least

Also the splitting

to be dictated

and the

using a new parametriza-

In the case of QED,

in the context

planes is intuitively

it gave the same

by Li and Tan (Li and Tan,

from the full four dimensional

argument

by applying

it did not show any sign of regge

is an extremely

limit elegantly

the standard

Then,

QCD.

argument

two dimensional

gave back

was obtained

lines

up by the

the parametrization

amplitude,
that

for

in the sense

picked

by the other.

as done by the Verlindes.

but showed

The same result

factor

of QCD, we saw that

of the scattering

in the

amplitude

explanation

phase

We then reviewed

action

by the other

value of the two Wilson

the non abelian

in the context

the Dirac equa-

the scattering

to the expectation

gauge field produced

argument

line picture

field produced

in his expression,

line is precisely

scaling

gauge

by solving

This of course had a physical

in the background

Verlindes'

for two quarks

a peculiar

the scattering

in this case as in the case of QED, via the shock wave

picture.
We have not seen in particular
tude,

which is peculiar

argument
plitude

is wrong,

to QeD.

the regge behaviour
However,

and we believe

is via the renormalization

that

group

of the scattering

this does not mean

the correct
equation

that

the scaling

way of computing

analysis

ampli-

of the Wilson

the amlines, as

The most outstanding
behaviour of the scattering

problem in this area is to prove or disprove the Regge
amplitude in the Verlinde framework, and once this is

done, the model can be studied further in order to extract more information

on

Physics at high energy scales. One may also try large- N expansion techniques on
this model to see what new feature we can obtain.

Finally the challenge would be

to apply this simple model to extract phenomenological
scattering

at high energies.

data for hadron hadron

CALCULATION OF FEYNMAN
DIAGRAMS IN THE HIGH ENERGY LIMIT

In this appendix,
energy

limit.

behaviour

we outline

This

the calculation

is extremely

of scattering

important

amplitudes

over momentum
Feynman

variables,

parameters,

these

parameters.

puted

in either

The

high energy

the procedure,

that

in the process

make some comments
the case of elastic
To perform

be specific,

of the two incident
having
centre
that

magnitude

of mass frame,
in which

Lorentz

boosts

Wi

in.

Wi

scattering

approximations.

example

corresponding
at extremely

in which

= 0 is the projectile

in the z direction.

Wi

frame.

variables.

of a box diagram,
mesons.

Finally

we

to this diagram

in

energies.
of reference
frames.

in which the spatial

=

z direction
=

in which w

0 is the laboratory

These

three

frames

To

momenta

and the negative

Tile system

over

We shall

to work in various

of coordinates

the

may be com-

using momentum

are along the positive

the system

work in light cone coordinates,

diagram

of two scalar

Now, it is possible

respectively.

theo-

as an integral

we have to first fix up the frame

a system

particles
wand

suitable

of the diagrams

fermion

gauge

to doing integrations

limit of a Feynman

the amplitude

the calculation,

let us choose

reduces

of elastic scattering

fermion-

the high energy

may be written

we shall use the simple

regarding

we shall be working

to extract

in the high

\-\le may write it by introducing

of these two ways, by making

To illustrate

diagrams

and non abelian

diagram

in which case it finally

with the computation

that

abelian

or, alternat'ively

be concerned

appears

in order

in both

It may be recalled that a Feynman

ries.

of Feynman

Wi

is the

frame

are related

It is also convenient

in the high energy

and the four momentum

of a particle

and
by

limit to

is labelled

by

In terms of these coordinates
Lorentz
mation

frames

with relative

then,
velocity

if Ji' and p'IL are the components
11,

of p in two

theil, we call use the following

law,

+v
~

I - v

p+

transfor-

J: :

~]J-'

Pi.
The calculation

of the diagrams

can be carried

out in any frame of reference,

we shall always do it the centre of mass frame.
the momentum
in an earlier

transfer

limit.

then

the method

To make matters

A 1 arising
follows.

is always in the transverse

in elastic

of computing

simple,

scattering

We will do the contour

under suitable

approximations.

of mass p. This diagram

of two scalar
integration

Feynman

mesons.

over all the

over the -

will be as

+

variables,

momentum
becomes

PI

in the Feynman

+

amplitude.

q. The denominator

according

= - pJ+

+

as PI_

+

ql +

1(2

PI-

+

-------

graphs

corresponding

energy

momentulll

namely

that of Figure

for this propagator

conservation

or negative,

restricts

A 2. As we have already

the poles on the propagators

stated,

From the direction

Now, there

of momentum

Hence while doing the q+ integration,

our strategy

is why we have drawn

it is the pole on this line that

take on any value between
of

a variable

a and

pole.

will be to do

for lines 1,2 and 3 lie on the same

It is obviously

to the others.

that encloses either
simpler

to do the

the figure with a cross on line 4 indicating
we are enclosing.

Now, the variable

2w. Hence, we find it convenient

y, such that

Row, but

of the arrows on the lines

we can choose a contour

poles on one side or the other

may

us to only one diagram,

side of the real q+ axis, while that of line 4 lies on the side opposite

it in terms

has exactly

the pole in the

half respectively.

at the vertices

it is clear that

that

is

q-

direc:tions

over the q+ variable.

That

Considering

this propagator

to different

the integration

latter.

mesons

Z(

q_ is positive

q+ plane lies in the lower half or the upper

the three

very simple

at
q+

It is clear that

of Figure

Our strategy

variables

in q+. As can be seen from the above,

one pole located

in the high

has only one loop, hence we need only one loop momen-

first the meson with momentum

This is linear

diagrams

A II the lines in the hox dia.gram represent

q. Let us look at the singularities

be different

that

as we had commented

we have chosen the box diagram

as we shall see, the integration

tum,

plane

advantage

chapter.

Now, we specify
energy

This ha.s an obvious

but

q_ can

to parametrize

Where

ki and

meson

represented

Ili

denote

the momentum

by the i th line.

and the mass respectively
k2

From the relation

of the scalar

= 112 at the pole,

we

also get the relation

At the pole corresponding

to the i th lille

interested

to set PH

travels
P2-

the high energy

=

0, since the particle

along the x- direction.

Now, we see that,

in, it is justiAed

essentially

III

regime

that

we are

with momentum
since PH

P2

= 0 and

= 2w, hence,

- q+ =
at the pole of the fourth

2w (1

-

y)

line. At this pole, the values of the denominator

for the

lines 1, 2, and 3 are
[

Dt

2wy

D2

2w (2wy)

D3

2wy

[

-

-

(

a4

2w 1 -

a2

y) ]
~

ya4

-

at

-

a3

1 - Y

-

at

-

a3

sy

( a4
2w I - y) ]

=

-

ya4
1 - y

(10)

Now, the main

contribution

which it is divergent.

to the integral

comes from the region

Hence to the first approximation

y

-t

o
o

we may set y

for
and

thus we obtain

Where

we have put a lower cutoff

variable

Where

we see that

since

putting

breaks

down if q_ is of the order

from Equation

together,

the amplitude

1

of w- .From

Equation

Hence
(5),

be of the order of ~.

for the box diagram

is found

(12) as

It should

be noted

imaginary

part of it, we must observe

of the propagator,

that

this amplitude

is purely
that

and Equation

If we want

the leading

D'2 is approximately

and

component

real.

is a term it in the denominator

there

If we put in this form of D2 in /11, we see that
imaginary

This cutoff can be justified

q+ q_ = s, hence the cutoff on y should

everything

Mandelstam

JI-, which is of tile order of w-1, to zero.

We have approximated

our approximation

part,

s is the usual

whose square gives the centre of mass energy.

as follows.

Thus,

~ on y.

its only effect is to add a small

to M that is down by a factor of In s compared

to the real

(16) takes the form

1

[(6. -

,,\2)
So far, we have been concerned
Now say we want to compute
via exchange
factor

arising

of a vector

that

limit.

the scattering

meson,

there

due to the incoming

one has to put in this case.
energy

with the elastic

scattering

factor

of scalar

,,\2]
mesons

only.

of two fermions

interacting

will essentially

be an additional

numerical

and outgoing

This numerical

arising

+

amplitude

factor

We shall not go into this calculation,

the numerical

q-L)2

fermionic

wave functions

may be evaluated
but simply

due to the wave functions

state

that

ill the high
the result

is ill the high energy

limit ~

,~t22'

Thus for the elastic scattering of fermions, the box diagram gives the

result

It should be mentioned
gauge theories.

here that we have been so far concerned

In non abelian gauge theories, the amplitudes

with abelian

have to be modi-

fied because the gluons carry colour, hence we have to take into account the colour
changing amplitude
proximations

as well as the non colour changing amplitude.

But the ap-

and the integrals are done in the same spirit as was illustrated

the difference being in the group factor as we have discussed before.
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